This paper extends the results of Byers, Davidson and Peel (1997) parameter. We find that the move to telephone polling in the mid-1990s has no apparent effect on the estimated value of d for either party. Finally, we find that we cannot reject the hypotheses that the parties share a common long memory parameter which we estimate at around 0.65.
Introduction
Byers, Peel (1997, 2002 ) -hereafter BDP -proposed a long memory model of aggregate support for political parties and estimated it using Gallup poll data for the Conservative and Labour parties in the UK. Measuring political support by the expressed intention to vote for a particular party, the approach relies upon explicit aggregation of individual support to derive an aggregate function in which the influence of events on party support is highly persisitent. Analysis of data on a number of parties in other countries in Byers, Davidson and Peel (1999) provided further support for the model. Appealingly, for almost all parties considered, a simple one parameter model with uncorrelated innovations captured the observed intertemporal dependence in political popularity. Formally, the series can be adequately modelled as pure fractionallyintegrated processes with long memory parameter, d. This parameter indexes the rate at which the influence of 'shocks' to support decline over time. BoxSteffensmeier and Smith (1996) estimate a similar model for the USA and obtain similar results as do Dolado et al for Spain This paper extends the earlier results for the Conservative and Labour parties in the UK Firstly, we extend the sample period. The original paper used the Gallup 'Snapshot' series for the period September 1960 to May 1995. In this paper we use data from January 1948 to December 2000, the longest regularly sampled series of Gallup data available. Secondly, the passage of time means that samples of reasonable size are now available for the voting intentions surveys carried out by ICM and MORI. This enables us to estimate the BDP model on data obtained by different organisations and using alternative sampling methods. In particular, we can compare the values of d obtained from these pollsters and investigate whether the move from quota sampling to telephone polling by two of the three organisations in the middle of the 1990s has any effect on its estimated value.
Thirdly, we use a multivariate approach on a common sample of Gallup and MORI data to test for equality of the long memory parameter across parties and organisations.
The Model
Party allegiance is a binary variable: an individual either supports a political party or does not. Some allegiances are strong and others are fickle but whatever the degree of attachment it will be revised in the light of events which provide evidence on whether the existing commitment is justified or not. Let with the political views which they had when the shock process was turned off.
.Excluding this possibility means that, at the individual level, party support is mean reverting.
The fact that the log-odds ratio for each individual voter is autoregressive of order 1 does not imply that aggregate support for Party X has a similar property.
In fact, it depends on the distribution of (1) processes has a moving average representation in which the MA coefficients decline hyperbolically rather than exponentially. Consequently, the evolution of aggregate support cannot be adequately modelled by a stationary ARMA process.
Instead, aggregate party support, t s , will follow a fractionally integrated process of the form
where t z is a stationary stochastic process and 1 d v = − . The important practical implication of this result is that the effect of a piece of good or bad news on aggregate party support diminishes at a much slower rate than its effect on individual support would suggest. Aggregate support has a 'long memory' property which is lacking in individual support.
The Data and Estimation Procedures
The data analysed here are the log-odds ratios of monthly series on voting intentions carried out by Gallup, ICM and MORI. Each of these organisations asks a similar question to gauge support for the various parties. For instance, Gallup's question is 'If there were a General election tomorrow, which party would you vote for?' Those answering 'Don't Know' are asked to indicate which party they would be most inclined to vote for and the figures are then adjusted to add up to 100%. For our purposes the various technical issues which are used in the attempt to ensure that the sample is properly representative of the population as a whole are not immediately relevant though it should be noted that the published figures often include adjustments designed to improve the performance of a poll as a forecast of electoral outcomes and so are not the 'raw' numbers.
The Gallup data is taken from King and Wybrow (2001) The estimation procedure which we use for the univariate analysis has two stages. Firstly, we use the Schwartz information criterion to select an appropriate
1 On rare occasions there are two successive missing values. These were adjusted in a rather ad hoc manner by looking at local trends. Given the sample sizes we do not think that these procedures induce any noticeable bias in the estimates.
where the autoregressive component, ( ) 
Results
In Table 1 The estimates presented in Table 1 In Table 2 we present results from combining the available data to produce a continuous series from 1948 onwards. We use Gallup to the end of 1996 and either MORI or ICM from then onwards. The former series is consistent in the sense that it uses quota sampling throughout. However, as we have seen, the introduction of telephone sampling seems to have little of no effect. The two combined series produce effectively identical estimates of d for the Conservatives and for Labour and also suggest that a single value of d can be used to characterise both processes.
To test for equality between the various ds we estimate a four variable Vector Table   3 . The top part of the Table reports 
Conclusion
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